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Abstract 

To live on in nowadays production environments groups 

have to push the requirements of accuracy and velocity 

to the highest levels viable.  Electro Discharge 

Machining (EDM) has been used for over 50 years and 

latest developments have visible the usage of EDM end 

up a great deal more viable.  The intention of these 

studies is to provide and evaluate electrodes produced 

by way of distinct production strategies. Electroforming 

is one approach of manufacturing electrodes for EDM.  

The fact that electroforming can be used to supply more 

than one electrodes simultaneously offers it the benefit 

of saving on fees whilst a couple of electrodes are 

wished.  Spray-steel deposition offers every other 

opportunity that is lots cheaper and relatively faster to 

manufacture. The use of electroforming and spray-steel 

deposition has best recently come to be possible 

strategies of manufacturing usable rapid tooling 

components.  The speed and accuracy in addition to the 

fee of manufacture play a vital function inside the 

device and mould manufacturing technique.  

Electroforming and spray-metallic deposition provide an 

alternate choice to traditional machining of electrodes 

Keywords:- electrode material, complex forms, small 

holes etc. 
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I. Introduction 

To compete in these days’s enterprise 

surroundings, groups should hold up with the 

leading technology and techniques and also push 

the bounds and increase new and advanced 

merchandise and approaches.  The Manufacturing 

Industry is a place wherein time, performance and 

accuracy are the principal driving forces at the 

back of innovation and research. The maximum 

aggressive organizations are folks who continually 

lessen method times, growth efficiency and 

enhance accuracy.  Rapid Prototyping and Tooling 

is a place that has and is continuing to lessen 

production time and boom performance and 

accuracy in growing and manufacturing prototypes 

compared to conventional prototype manufacture. 

 The essential feature of Rapid Prototyping (RP) is 

to present the producing the wished confidence to 

head on to tooling and mass manufacture of the 

product they have got designed.  Once the product 

has met the design standards via RP it is then 

needed to meet the purposeful criteria and this is 

wherein Rapid Prototyping has developed and 

advanced into Rapid Tooling.  RP is a really 

beneficial system but it can't constantly offer the 

producer with a practical prototype inside the fabric 

of preference. 

Rapid Tooling can provide this solution giving the 

producer a purposeful prototype within the fabric of 

choice and that lets in practical testing to be 
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accomplished at the product.  The use of Rapid 

Tooling method a reduction within the time-to-

marketplace for a product and also better testing to 

fulfil practical standards.  Rapid Tooling is also 

useful in helping start manufacturing and getting 

the product into the market, even as the more high-

priced and sturdy conventional device is being 

produced for the mass manufacture of the product.  

Therefore the opposition lies in studying viable 

methods to increase the effectiveness of Rapid 

Tooling and reducing the time and price of having 

the customers product to marketplace. 

Electro-Discharge Machining (EDM) is a 

manufacturing manner that has been laid low with 

traits in Rapid Prototyping and Tooling.  EDM is 

usually utilized by toolmakers for complex 

injection moulds, punch dies and cavities crafted 

from hardened device steels.  EDM is ideal for 

materials and complicated shapes that traditional 

machining techniques are unable to carry out. 

In die and mould manufacturing, the EDM cycle 

can account for 25 to 40% of the device room lead-

time [1].  The electrode production represents over 

50% of the cost and time of an EDM operation [2].  

The purpose is to reduce the time and fee of the 

EDM cycle and to try this, alternate strategies of 

electrode production is a key location of research. 

Since concept EDM electrodes have been made 

from strong conductive metals which include 

copper and tungsten, and also from non-metals 

specially graphite. Using traditional machining 

operations in generating complicated electrodes 

from solid copper or graphite may also require the 

production of several smaller electrodes and 

becoming a member of them collectively, or 

walking numerous machining cycles to get the 

desired cavity or form.  Therefore growing the 

complexity of the electrode increases the electrode 

production time and also will increase the 

machining time if numerous machining cycles are 

required.  Investigation into alternate methods of 

electrode manufacturing is needed to reduce value 

and time. 

To benefit a great comparison of the numerous 

electrode manufacturing strategies, the experiments 

include using Electroformed Copper, Copper 

Spray-deposition and Traditional Solid Machined 

Copper Electrodes examined under several 

machining situations. 

Electroforming is a manner that can be managed to 

a excessive diploma and might perform with 

precision and reliability.  Electroforming can be 

employed to supply electrodes with complex 

shapes that within the beyond might require the 

usage of numerous conventional techniques that 

might include machining, urgent and welding to 

fabricate a similar electrode. 

The other production system utilized in attempts to 

produce copper electrodes is Spray Deposition or 

Spray Metal Deposition as it's also named.  Spray 

metallic deposition has been used to produce 

moulds for many unique moulding tactics. It is 

possible for the moulds to be manufactured fast and 

inexpensively for the ones strategies [3].  As an 

exclusive speedy prototyping era and quick 

production generation, spray steel tooling is utilized 
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in a bendy system for producing small numbers of 

parts.  Spray metallic deposition is generally used 

to produce moulds but on this assignment it's miles 

used to spray right into a mildew to provide the 

electrode shells. 

When comparing the distinct electrode 

manufacturing strategies, the machining situations 

encompass a roughing setting, semi-roughing 

setting and a completing putting. The overall 

performance of the EDM process is measured with 

respect to machining rate or Material Removal Rate 

(MRR), electrode put on (TWR), and floor end of 

the work piece (Ra). 

The layout of the electrodes advanced from 

preceding studies in the layout and use of 

electroformed electrodes.  The device utilized by 

Subramanian [4] changed into discovered to supply 

extra put on on the sticking out surfaces and little 

or no put on at the cavities. Therefore it changed 

into decided to do the exams the usage of separate 

portions of similar design.  The equipment evolved 

consist of a simple conical shape, a triangular 

protrusion and a more complex shape that might be 

nearly not possible to device a comparable hollow 

space.  The simple and complex designs are used to 

compare the diverse production techniques. 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW AND 

BACKGROUND 

The outstanding advancements in EDM generation 

have been completed for greater than 50 years 

through the collective efforts of many committed 

engineers from a number of the worlds leading 

institutions and studies centres.  The studies fields 

in particular cover EDM control systems and EDM 

technology.  EDM control device includes the 

servo control unit and the parameters that manage 

the gadget.  EDM technology covers the device 

abilities and electrode studies. 

3. RAPID PROTOTYPING AND TOOLING 

Rapid Prototyping (RP) and tooling is a 

continuation from 3-dimensional CAD modelling.  

RP makes use of the CAD facts to provide layer 

records that is fed into RP machines to supply a 3 

dimensional strong model from a designated 

system and cloth.  Common RP strategies include 

Stereo lithography (SL), Selective Laser Sintering 

(SLS), Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) 

and Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM).  The 

majority of RP procedures involve the conversion 

of the CAD facts into pass-sectional statistics and 

the model is constructed layer-by means of-layer. 

In the production of EDM electrodes many RP 

approaches have been previously used. The most 

promising system involves using stereo lithography 

and generating models as both fantastic and poor 

master styles.  Stereo lithography (SL) makes use 

of records from a computer generated 3-

dimensional version to supply a solid 3-

dimensional version from numerous varieties of 

laser-curing polymer resins.  The Stereo 

lithography Apparatus builds the 3-dimensional 

solid model layer through layer. The laptop report 

is broken all the way down to layers and the SLA 

reproduces the layer at the surface of the resin.  The 

part is then diminished by the relative layer 

thickness, and the manner is repeated until the 

finished version is produced.  The Stereo 
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lithography Apparatus used is advanced and 

advertised via 3D Systems Inc, Valencia, California, 

USA.  The machines produce fashions with high 

detail and accuracy and feature the potential to 

provide more than one parts simultaneously. Using 

the effective master pattern is termed as “Direct 

Electrode Manufacture” in that the SL sample is 

plated with a conductive cloth and used because the 

electrode. Alternatively, the use of the SL sample 

as a terrible and removing the plated shell is named 

as “Indirect Electrode Manufacture”. Research 

inside the area of Direct Electrode Manufacturing 

method consists of work from [5].  Results using 

the direct production approach have shown 

blessings in that the electrodes are similar to 

conventional solid electrodes in completing, semi-

roughing and roughing device settings and 

electrode production time is decreased as large 

portions of electrodes can be produced concurrently.  

The results additionally concluded dangers which 

include the opportunity of non-uniform distribution 

of electrodeposited fabric ensuing in unknown 

plating thickness, EDM machining time is quite 

high, the SL grasp pattern is sacrificial and the 

electrodes are vulnerable to untimely failure if the 

plating thickness is less than a hundred and eighty

m. 

Alternatively the area of Indirect Electrode 

Manufacture has been researched and advanced 

through [7].  Advantages for the usage of oblique 

electrode manufacture consist of exceptionally low 

manufacturing price, multiple electrodes can be 

produced concurrently, the master pattern may be 

reused more than one times and the electrodes may 

be synthetic to high accuracy and exceptional.  [8] 

were also able to expose that the overall 

performance is akin to strong electrodes. 

 found disadvantages that include unacceptably 

excessive put on rate, negative accuracy, lengthy 

process time and internal details may be 

problematic.  Rennie et al. [9] furnished similar 

risks in that slender inner cavities are not plated to 

the identical thickness as outside functions and 

failure still happens with excess wear and uneven 

material distribution. Indicated that exceptional 

sections of the tool done extra paintings than other 

sections, triangular protrusions had split and device 

failure occurred and direction machining can 

deform the device. 

4. ELECTROFORMING 

Electroforming uses electro-deposition of a metal 

coating to a mould to supply a negative replica, 

that's a hollow shell this is eliminated from the 

pattern as the finished product, or the steel coating 

is brought to the sample to produce a platted high 

quality product on the floor of the sample.  The 

manner is proven. 

First a mould is produced from the master sample 

to be copied. The mildew may also consist of a 

non-metal substance or every now and then a low-

melting-factor alloy. A appropriate substance 

(silicon tooling) used for the production of the 

mould and plastics, specially, have the gain of 

producing moulds which have a protracted service 

existence - i.e., may be reused a massive variety of 

times. Moulds might also incorporate one, or 3 

elements, relying at the complexity and shape of 
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the version. 

For a non-conductive mold the surface of the 

mildew is lined with an electrically conductive 

material to allow the electrical circuit to drift.  The 

favoured technique is a pleasant film of silver 

sprayed to the surface, different methods include 

brushed satisfactory graphite powder or a steel 

powder suspended in a thin lacquer. Using direct 

modern-day and the principle of electrolysis 

electro-deposition of steel coatings are carried out 

in an acid or alkaline salt solution containing the 

metallic to be deposited.  The mold turns into the 

cathode whilst related to the negative pole and the 

anode or superb pole is typically made from the 

steel being deposited.  The anode is step by step ate 

up during the method.  Various auxiliary strategies 

are implemented - inclusive of the use of internal 

anodes, covering, and so forth. - to make certain 

that a uniform and clean metal coating is formed. 

By the addition of special substances it is possible 

to enhance the smoothness, fineness and lustre of 

the coating. When a coating of the desired 

thickness has been attained, the shell is rinsed, 

removed from the mould and, if necessary, given a 

finishing treatment. Next, the shell may be given 

backing or filling of low-melting-point alloy, or 

some other material, to strengthen it. [10] 

5. Conclusions 

 The fee of electrodes turns into a main element as 

quickly as the electrode production method 

becomes extra similar.  Even although the stable 

electrodes out carried out the electroformed and 

spray metallic electrodes, the fee of manufacture 

performs a critical role within the tooling manner.  

Frameworks. This challenge become unable to 

apply the time and resources wanted to investigate 

spray steel to the degree that might be needed to get 

the method to a usable widespread 
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